
Reach, educate and mobilize 
consumers with syndicated feature 
news stories that run on 2,400+ 
community news sites, covering all 50 
states. Guaranteed.

Get rid of guesswork in your PR placements. 
Go with the NewsUSA guarantee.

Get To Know
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Does This PR Challenge
Sound Familiar?

You need reliable press coverage to expand the reach and 
exposure of your brand, your product, or your 

awareness/education campaign. But reporters send calls 
straight to voicemail, making it difficult to “pitch” your story. 

Emails and Tweets go unanswered. “Earned media” is 
increasingly difficult to get, and direct outreach to reporters 

can be time-consuming, expensive and lacking in results.



600
Min. Number 

of Airings
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2,400+
Guaranteed
Placements

2,400+
Guaranteed
Placements

With our new story - to - video offering, create a text-based video from your mat release to stream on 
NewsUSA TV, our connected TV channel that streams news, feature and video content  to audiences via 
Roku, Amazon Fire TV, Android TV  as well as populates video sharing site such as Flipboard, Snibble and 
more. Consumers are drawn to streaming as it requires no cable or satellite subscription. Marketers are 

drawn to streaming as new channels open up new audiences. NewsUSA TV takes advantage of both, with 
content “verticals” in health, travel, finance and entertainment to customize content delivery to audience 

interest. Ask about reach & promotional pricing.

Now Available: Story - to Video Streaming

NewsUSA’s Content Syndication Solutions
Bypass editors and get your brand, your message and your story on thousands of 

news sites, with guaranteed placement and guaranteed reach.

Via our mat releases (sponsored, syndicated news stories) and listicles, 
we craft your brand/campaign messages into informative, engaging 
content that looks, feels and reads like a “real” news story, blending in 
seamlessly with news sites. Then, we distribute the mat release over our 
syndication network of 2,400 community news sites – the largest in the 
mat release space. Guaranteed.

Content Marketing with Mat Releases and Listicles

LEARN MORE

Expand the multimedia reach of your mat release with a radio news 
releases (RNRs). These scripted, professionally pre-recorded :60 
second news feature segments get played on 600+ radio shows across 
the country via NewsUSA’s radio syndicate network. Guaranteed.

Radio Features

LEARN MORE

If you’ve created an Infographic that impactfully tells your 
brand/organization/campaign’s story, we can give it new life via our 
distribution channel to 2,400+ news sites across the country, reaching 
170+ million average monthly visitors. Guaranteed.

Syndicated Infographics

LEARN MORE

https://www.newsusa.com/mat-release/
https://www.newsusa.com/radio-features/
https://www.newsusa.com/infographics/
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5 Reasons to Work With NewsUSA
NewsUSA guarantees 2,400+ placements of your mat releases and listicles via our national 
syndication network. This network reaches an audience of more than 170+million unique 
visitors per month. We take care of everything - mat release development, distribution & 
reporting - so that you can look like a hero and your brand can reap the visibility rewards.

Guarantee reach of your brand messages to a mass nationwide 
audience.1

We are strategically partnered with news sites to guarantee visibility of your brand and your 
messages in communities across the country. This network includes 2,400+ newspaper sites, 
local TV and radio news affiliates, and college publications. Your mat releases and listicles are 
automatically placed in the online newsfeed of each outlet, guaranting placement in all of 
them.

Tap into the largest syndication network in the mat release spaces.2

With the downsizing of newsroom staff, media publishers have an increasing need for reliable 
copy to supplement news sites beyond what their small team of reporters can provide. That 
means they’re hungry for high-quality, ready-to-use content from trusted sources. Our 
sponsored stories get you message out in an engaging feature news style that is consistent 
with the sites we syndicate to. Publishers and editors have trusted us for more than 30 years 
to provide content. And, with our streaming video and radio features, we provide the 
multi-media opportunity to reach consumers across the broadest variety of feeds and 
screens.

Leverage the credibility and reach of NewsUSA into newsrooms 
nationwide.4

Our pricing is all-inclusive. The price of each mat release (or series of mat releases/listicles - 
ask your sales rep about our bundled discounts!) includes the writing and editing, SEO 
optimization and backlinks. “Extras” like photos or even embedded videos are included in our 
all-inclusive, client-friendly pricing. We are so confident in the ability of our syndicate that we 
offer a NUSA placement guarantee: if your story doesn’t receive the number of placements 
we guarantee, you get another story FREE.

Reap the value of all-inclusive pricing, bundled discounts and 
satisfaction guarantee.5

We don’t just tell about your reach and media placements, we show you. Our reports include 
hyperlinks to each pick-up to see with your own eyes and screen grabs so that you can easily 
share visuals with your teams. Reports are provided in PDF and Excel within 72 hours of your 
story’s distribution, so that you can change your views and formats (to sort pici-ups by 
ciculation, by state, etc.) TIP: Share select link to coverage with customers and investors; use 
local media placements as a door-opening sales tool.

Showcase your success with comprehensive reports.3



5 Reasons to Work With NewsUSA (Cont.)
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The Value of Content Marketing 
With NewsUSA
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The value of a NewsUSA content marketing collaboration extends well beyond 
audience reach and media pick-up. NewsUSA clients have successfully leveraged the 
visibility and credibility of our media placements as marketing tools to mobilize sales 

teams, support customers, interest investors and engage employees. Peruse our 
collection of case studies, including.

https://www.newsusa.com/case-studies/

 More media 
impressions, more 
top-tier news sites.

My clients were 
impressed with the 

vast results.

 We like controlling 
the message.

 Great exposure 
across newspapers 

nationwide!.

See additional case studies and client testimonials

https://www.newsusa.com/case-studies/
https://www.newsusa.com/case-studies/
https://www.newsusa.com/what-our-clients-say/
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The 4 Most Common Questions We Get Asked (with Answers!)

Syndicated stories, also known as mat releases, are consumer-friendly feature news stories that are 
pre-packaged/pre-formatted (headline + article + photo) and distributed to media syndication 
networks. Marketers, public relations professionals and communications departments use mat 
releases to amplify the reach of their content. Newspapers, magazines, TV news stations and other 
news outlets use mat releases to augment and expand the content they develop in-house. The term 
“mat release” is actually a holdover from a pre-digital time when each page of a newspaper was 
designed, formatted and laid out by hand for printing presses. Mat releases were type-set, 
print-ready and circulated in standard sizes so that they could fill empty column inches that editors 
might be looking to fill.

What exactly is a “mat Release” or “syndicated story”?1

Press releases are announcements from an organization/business /nonprofit written for distribution 
to journalists. These are often sent over services like PRNewswire or BusinessWire. The subscribers of 
these wires are journalists who use (or not) press releases to decide what news to cover. Mat 
releases, however, are pre-written news stories already developed specifically for a consumer 
audience, to be read and digested in context with other feature news stories. With a mat release, you 
are not dependent on a reporter/editor deciding to “cover” your press release and write an article 
(using information and quotes you may or may not want them to). With a NewsUSA mat release, you 
can by-pass editors and get your brand, your message and your story on thousands of news sites 
(community newspapers, radio news sites, TV news sites, etc.) with guaranteed placement and 
guaranteed reach.

How is a mat release different from a press release?

In short, press releases are not written for consumer readers. Press releases are for a different target 
audience: the press. Editors and reporters use press releases (or not, as the case often is) to deter-
mine what stories to cover. More often than not, press releases end up “on the cutting room floor” of 
newsrooms. With NewsUSA, however, our mat releases are written as educational & informative 
feature news stories (that happen to mention your brand and messaging). They blend seamlessly in 
with news sites via our syndication network, where pick-up and placement is guaranteed on 2,400 
news sites (daily papers, TV and radio news networks, etc.) that reach more than 170 million cumula-
tive monthly readers.

PR agencies – as well as in-house communications and marketing teams – are some of our best 
clients. Agencies commonly engage with NewsUSA to deliver guaranteed media placements (2,400!) 
and guaranteed reach (170 million!) over our syndication network, which in turn can bolster their own 
reporting to clients. But we are not a PR firm ourselves. We do not ask for a monthly retainer or bill for 
every 15 minutes of work. Rather, we offer a fixed “pay as you go” solution to media visibility needs – 
be it one mat release, a bundle of 3 or more (ask about our series discounts!) or value-added radio 
news release and Instagram “boosts” for the mat release. We can deliver results, while containing 
costs. We are NOT a PR agency, but we are a cost-efficient core part of PR campaigns to reach 
consumer audiences with information, education and calls to action.

What’s the difference between working with NewsUSA versus sending a 
press release out through one of the press release distribution wire 
services?

How do you differ from PR agencies?
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There’s no risk to try us out. We are so confident in the ability of our syndicate to 
deliver 2,400+ placements  that we offer a 100% placement guarantee or another 

syndicated story free.

Guaranteed results. Guaranteed satisfaction.

 3M is very impressed with the 
results. It happened so fast! 

Retailers tell our sales reps that 
the media attention creates store 

traffic and helps increase sales 
for 3M product.

3M

Through NewsUSA, we have been 
able to extend the reach of our 

consumer message to hundreds 
of American newspapers, from 
major dailies such as the Rocky 
Mountain News, Tampa Tribune 

and Grand Rapids Press to 
numerous smaller papers across 

the country.

Water Quality 
Association

After our story began running on 
the numerous news outlets that 

NewsUSA is partnered with, 
immediately we experienced an 
increase in traffic to our website. 

Many of these visits then 
converted into downloads of our 

app. I would highly recommended 
NewsUSA’s services to any 

business that wants quick growth 
and exposure.

Rantt Media

LET’S 
MOVE 
FORWARD. www.NewsUSA.com

sales@newsusa.com

703.508.8700

Let us help you amplify your content. 
Reach out for a customized proposal 
and pricing, or schedule a call to 
discuss possible story angles and  
get your questions answered.


